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December was an exciting month for Mike Buckley’s GDS Goaltending! Two long-time
students of the program - Kyle Chauvette and Ainsley Moulton - made NCAA Division I
Commitments to Union College and Merrimack College respectively. Kyle and Ainsley exemplify
hard work and dedication to their craft, as both have put in countless hours of work to develop
their understanding of the GDS systems and how to best implement them in order to be top
goaltenders at their level.

Tips/Screens/Net-Front Traffic

This month, we dove into tips and screens with our goaltenders. No matter what level a
goalie is playing at, from mites up to the pros, traffic in front of the net is a major part of the
game. With five skaters on each team, there will always be plenty of bodies in our way when we
are trying to do our job in the crease. Being able to effectively handle net-front traffic can help us
cut down on the amount of rebounds and second chances we see, ultimately leading to less
goals against.

When faced with tips and screens, we need to have an “at cause” mindset. We need to
establish our depth on top of our crease, not letting the traffic dictate our positioning. In addition
to establishing our positioning, we need to compete to find pucks and understand where threats
are ie; tip and pass options.

There are a few key points with tips/screens that we work on with our goaltenders to help
them be successful, many of which are built off of skills covered in previous GDS Newsletters;



Sightlines

It sounds extremely basic, but making sure we can see the puck is an integral part of
being successful when faced with traffic in front of the net. When being completely honest,
every single goalie can most likely remember a time when they were asked about a goal they
gave up and their response was, “Well, I couldn’t see it… My defense didn’t clear out the
traffic… I was screened.” However, this is not an acceptable excuse. As goaltenders, it is our
job to be the last line of defense, even when the players in front of us may not be 100%
successful with their jobs. We need to do everything in our power to maintain the sightline of the
puck while holding our positioning. We teach our goaltenders to divide the screen in front of
them in half, looking for the puck around the side of the screen that the puck is on. Additionally,
we must be aware of where the threats are. Whether that be scanning the ice to see potential
pass options, or understanding which hand the shooter and screener/tipper are to know where a
tip could be coming from. For example, in the image below, Jimmy Howard does a good job
dividing the screen in half and finding the puck over Dustin Brown’s left shoulder. He needs to
understand however that with Dustin Brown being right handed, the net-front tip will be coming
off of his blocker side where Brown’s stick blade is positioned.

When the puck is shot, we do not want to use slides unless absolutely necessary.
Instead, we want to utilize small shifts to not force ourselves out of position. In the below image,
Jimmy Howard should use a small shift to put himself into the angle of Brown’s stick blade if
needed, rather than just sliding to his blocker side. If he does a full slide, the puck could be
tipped back that other way, putting him out of position for a rebound opportunity, or causing him
to get beat on the initial shot altogether.



Angle and Depth

We want to make sure that we are not sacrificing angle or depth when gaining sightline
of the puck. Oftentimes, a goalie retreats deeper into their crease when faced with traffic.
However, we want to do the exact opposite. We want to get as close to the screen as possible,
keeping our feet square with the angle of the puck while using our upper body to lean around
the screen and find the puck. This will allow us to remain square to the puck and put us in the
best position to make a save.

The images below show a goal that was scored from the point on Thatcher Demko.
Demko does a good job battling to find the puck, but sacrifices both his angle and depth when
doing so. He steps out too far to his right in order to see around the screen, leaving much of the
short side open. Additionally, he is inside his crease, rather than getting out to the top of the
paint even close to the screen. After the shot is taken, Demko butterflies behind the screen
hoping his positioning will make him a save, but the puck beats him low to the short side,
untipped.





Drills

Below are some examples of drills that can be utilized to further develop your
goaltender’s skills on breakaway/shootout attempts;

Two Option Screen/Tip Drill:

This drill can be done with 1-3 goalies, and a handful of shooters. The goaltender starts
at the top of their crease, with either a shooter or another goalie screening directly in front of
them. Another shooter has pucks in between the hash marks and tops of the circles. This
shooter has the option to shoot through the screen, or to pass to a shooter stationed off to the
side of the crease. The goaltender must start close to the screen and maintain sightline of the
puck. They can utilize motion to prepare them for the pass option, and then make a read
accordingly off of what the shooter at the puck pile does. Start with a pass option on only one
side, and then graduate to both sides, making the read increasingly more difficult for the
goaltender. The drill can also be altered by moving the initial shot off to either side, at the tops of
the circles along the faceoff dot line

Moving Screens

This drill is done with nearly the same setup as the previous drill, although now there is
no pass option and no screen in front of the goaltender, initially. With either two goaltenders or
two shooters on either side of the net, the shooter at the top initiates the drill by tapping his/her
stick. This signals the two screeners to skate in front of the goaltender, criss crossing in front of
the net. The goaltender in net must be patient and battle for sightling of the puck through the
moving traffic. The puck can be shot at any time with the option for the screeners to tip the puck
or let it go through. Rebounds can then be played out in front of the net.


